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ClRAMSTEIN AIR BASE, Germany —
Military aerospace medical experts from around
the Kaiserslautern Military Community and allied
countries gathered on Ramstein to discuss various
topics surrounding aerospace medicine.
During the annual conference, which was a collaboration of the Ramstein Aerospace Medicine
Summit and the NATO Scientific Technical
Organization, discussions ranged from factors
influencing flight fatigue, preventing cardiovascular disease in aviators, medical evacuations in
remote areas, to space medicine as an example of
international cooperation.
“It’s open to all flavors of aerospace medicine
across those countries,” said Col. Billy D. Pruett,
U.S. Air Forces in Europe and Air Forces Africa
aerospace medicine division chief. “We have flight
surgeons, nurses, aerospace physiologists, and
more. This allows aerospace medicine professionals to keep up on current research and standards
from across our allies, and to help with interoperability and cooperation for standards and the challenging environments of aerospace medicine and
aeromedical evacuation.”
One of the topics presented was battlefield acupuncture.
Acupuncture is a form of alternative medicine
believed to originate in Ancient China. It involves
inserting needles into a patient’s body with the
intention of curing ailments such as pain and headaches. The practice eventually made its way into
western medicine.
Although acupuncture itself has existed for thousands of years, the battlefield method has emerged
relatively recently, said Pruett.
The modified version of the ancient therapy was
created in the early 2000s by retired Air Force
Col. Richard C. Niemtzow, a radiation oncologist.
Although Niemtzow initially intended it to be a fast
and reliable pain treatment for troops in a combat
zone, the practice soon spread into non-combat
environments.
While traditional acupuncture is applied to different parts of the body, Niemtzow’s battlefield
acupuncture focuses mainly on the ear.
Pruett explained that in hostile environments
such as combat, the ear is generally more accessible
than other parts of the body.
“The idea is to provide quick access to acupuncture sites in a challenging environment, and to
provide rapid pain relief not only in a war zone, but
also in challenging training environments,” Pruett
explained.
See ACUPUNCTURE, Page 4
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Lt. Gen. (Dr.) Mark A. Ediger, the Surgeon General of the Air Force, speaks with a reporter from Airman
Magazine during an interview at Headquarters U.S. Air Force, The Pentagon in Arlington, Va., Jul 8,
2016. General Ediger serves as functional manager of the U.S. Air Force Medical Service and advises the
Secretary of the Air Force and Air Force Chief of Staff, as well as the Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Health Affairs on matters pertaining to the medical aspects of the air expeditionary force and the health of
Air Force personnel.

The State of Air Force Medicine
By Joseph Eddins,
Airman Magazine

Interview with Lt. Gen. Mark Alan Ediger, U.S. Air
Force Surgeon General
Airman Magazine: What is the state of the Air
Force Medical Service in terms of the current mission
and what are your priorities?
Lt. Gen. Ediger: The Air Force Medical Service is

strong. The men and women who serve our Air Force
as medical professionals are actively engaged in the
three main components of our mission and they are
balancing them very well. Those three components
are: supporting Air Force operations day to day wherever they occur, maintaining a ready medical force
prepared to deploy, and then providing high-quality,
See AIR FORCE, Page 4
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Brooke Army Medical Center welcomes new command sergeant major
By Maria Gallegos
Brooke Army Medical Center Public Affairs

JOINT BASE SAN ANTONIO-FORT
SAM HOUSTON, Texas — Brooke
Army Medical Center Command
Sgt. Maj. Albert Crews relinquished
the organization colors to Command
Sgt. Maj. Diamond Hough during a
change of responsibility ceremony at
the Warrior and Family Support Center
March 17.
Brig. Gen. Jeffrey Johnson, BAMC
commanding general and the ceremony’s host, praised Crews for his continued support for BAMC and his dedication and commitment to the organization. Crews assumed responsibility in
October 2015.
Speaking directly to Crews, Johnson
summed up their time together at
BAMC as “One fast - A ticket ride.”
“We have been ‘Battles’ for almost a
year,” he told Crews. “And it has been
such an unforgettable experience and
together I feel we have made a lasting
impact on the organization.”
He continued with Crews’ accomplishments and noted BAMC’s many
new programs and initiatives during his
time as command sergeant major.
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“During his tenure, BAMC achieved
substantial increases in quality, performance and productivity. Through his
constant emphasis on the importance of
the NCO (our backbone) and Soldiers’
roles in efficiency and accountability,
BAMC saw an increase in outpatient
encounters and the number of operating
room cases,” he said.
The general also highlighted Crews’
leadership style and his implementation
in development and maintenance of
critical wartime readiness skills.
“Command Sgt. Maj. Crews worked
diligently with the Health Readiness
Center of Excellence to elevate the
level of enlisted Phase 2 training,” said
Johnson.
“He was also an instrumental force in
the initiation of the new 68W Utilization
Program. While this program is just
starting, it has the potential to be a
watershed moment in how BAMC
grows its readiness.
“We are well on our way to becoming
a high reliability organization and we
continue to make many improvements
in and around our facilities,” he added.
“Thank you for all you have done
[Crews] and for the unwavering support
you have provided me.”
Johnson also welcomed BAMC’s
incoming Command Sgt. Maj. Diamond
Hough, who he had met at Fort Benning,
Georgia earlier in their careers.
“When we last bid farewell in 2014, I
said we need to work together again in
the future, and here we are today,” said

(U. S. Army photo by Robert Shields/Released)

Brooke Army Medical Center’s new Command Sgt. Maj. Diamond D. Hough
renders a salute to BAMC Commanding General Brig. Gen. Jeffrey Johnson
during BAMC’s change of responsibility at the Warrior and Family Support
Center Freedom Park Amphitheater March 17. Command Sgt. Maj. Albert
Crews, who has served since October 2015, relinquished his responsibilities to
Hough during the ceremony.
Johnson.
“Command Sgt. Maj. Hough you
have my complete trust and confi-
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dence as you take on this new role
of great responsibility, serving as the
senior enlisted leader for Brooke Army
Medical Center. I am certain that your
role in our leadership team at BAMC
will lead to even greater accomplishments for this storied organization,” he
concluded.
Crews bid farewell and reflected on
his time at BAMC.
He thanked his family, current and
former leaders, and the BAMC staff
for coming to the ceremony. He also
reflected on his tenure at BAMC, noting
he has “walked with many giants” symbolizing the current and former leaders
who have led him where he is today.
“The dedication of this team is what
has impressed me the most. The staff
here cares about their patients, and it
shows,” he added. “Thank you for giving your all. I was very proud to be the
command sergeant major of this great
organization. Take care of each other
and your families and foster strong
relationships.”
Following Crews’ remarks, Hough
expressed his excitement to serve at
BAMC and thanked Johnson for choosing him for the position.
“I stand here today humbled and
honored,” Hough said. “Honored to
be selected to a historic institution;
humbled with the opportunity to serve
so many people.
“I thank God all the time for all he has
done for me and for all of the opportunities, especially like this one to serve
others,” he said.
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Intrepid Spirit Center tackles TBIs: Yoga,
acupuncture part of center’s multidisciplinary approach
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. — Since
Fort Campbell’s Intrepid Spirit Center
opened more than two years ago, it has
allowed staff to take a multidisciplinary
approach to treating traumatic brain
injuries and associated conditions.
The center consolidates many different specialties under one roof to
optimize the efficiency of the treatment offered to patients. Elsewhere, the
National Intrepid Center of Excellence
close to Washington, other similar centers such as the one at Fort Hood, along
with centers operated by the Navy and
Marine Corps all have the same treatment philosophy as Fort Campbell’s
Intrepid Spirit Center.
The Intrepid Spirit Center is using the
heightened awareness about brain injuries during the Brain Injury Awareness
Month observances in March to increase
education about TBI on Fort Campbell.
The monthlong observance is sponsored by the Brain Injury Association of
America and supported by the Defense
and Veterans Brain Injury Center.
Staff members from the center go
to clinics and educate providers about
TBI, said Dr. Lynn Giarrizzo, who has
been at Fort Campbell since 2007, first
as an active-duty officer where she
served as chief of the anesthesiology
department for two years at Blanchfield
Army Community Hospital. As a civilian she came back and stood up the pain
program at BACH, which is now part of
the center.
“We’re educating about what we do,
about what brain injury is, educating
about the referral process and when we
would like to see patients,” Giarrizzo
said. “Because Fort Campbell is an
active-duty installation and it is a constantly changing population of providers. Every year we’ll go out and there
are people who haven’t heard the story.”
Since 2000, approximately 350,000
Soldiers have been diagnosed with a
mild TBI. Approximately 3.5 million
people sustain a traumatic brain injury
each year and 12 million Americans
live with the impacts of a TBI, while 5.3
million have TBI-related disabilities.
On a daily basis 137 people in the U.S.
die from brain injuries.
While Soldiers often experience TBI
during combat deployments, Intrepid
Spirit Center staff are working to dispel
the stereotype that this is the only way
Soldiers sustain brain injuries. A Soldier
can sustain a brain injury while doing
training in the field, during combatives,
because of a fall, or in a motor vehicle
accident. Also, some less likely causes
of TBI include electric shock, near
drowning, seizures, strokes, substance
abuse and as a result of an infection of
brain tissues.
“Many patients who experience a
traumatic brain injury also have chronic
pain associated with that,” Giarrizzo
said. “There is the triad, if you will, of

Photo By Leejay Lockhart

Charles Brill, a physician’s assistant who works at the Fort Campbell Intrepid
Spirit Center, uses acupuncture to relieve a patient’s pain March 20, 2017. After
inserting all of the needles, Brill will use a small amount of electricity to stimulate the needles, which often results in lowered chronic pain for patients at the
center, which uses a multidisciplinary approach to treat traumatic brain injuries.
[post traumatic stress disorder], traumatic brain injury and pain. Those three
go together quite frequently.”
Brain injuries can cause headaches,
visual disturbances, balance issues and
memory loss. Chronic pain associated with TBI can negatively affect a
Soldier’s cognition.
“The majority of patients who experience a mild TBI improve on their
own by following the protocol of rest,
avoiding further high impact exercises,”
Giarrizzo said. “The majority of people
get better just by doing that. But if there
is somebody who has persistent headaches, memory loss, or just their symptoms do not resolve … then the primary
care provider can put in a referral to the
Intrepid Center.”
The patients referred to the center
receive an evaluation by a primary care
provider and undergo a series of test
to screen them and help determine the
treatment they receive. The tests include
checks of Soldiers’ ability to multitask, plan, prioritize and problem solve.
Communications tests measure Soldiers
on their oral expression, reading comprehension and writing ability. Memory
tests gauge Soldiers on both short-term
memory and long-term memory. The
center also checks Solders’ attention
span and to see if they can focus or if
they have divided attention. Soldiers
will receive a treatment plan for each
area that they struggled with during the
testing.
“Say someone comes in and they are
having headaches and memory issues,
the screening shows that they have
severe insomnia and they are not sleeping, so before they come into the program they may be referred offsite to a

sleep center,” Giarrizzo said. “But by
and far, most people if they’ve had a
concussion or event in their past, they
go into a process we call INSPIRE.”
INSPIRE stands for Intrepid Spirit
Introduction and Reception Meeting,
where the patient will meet with team
members including nurse case managers, primary care providers, physical
therapists, speech therapists, behavioral
health and occupational therapists.
“The whole idea behind the INSPIRE
interview is that the Soldier comes in
and tells their story one time,” Giarrizzo
said. “Because if they see the whole
team … they [won’t] have to tell their
same story six plus times. And sometimes the story is traumatic for them, so
it’s better to get them in the room and
have them tell their story and everybody
hears the story and everybody has an
opportunity to ask questions.”
Based on the INSPIRE interview the
Intrepid Spirit Center sets up a series
of appointments for the Soldier with
various sections housed in the Intrepid
Spirit Center. The multidisciplinary
approach was in its infancy at Fort
Campbell before the opening of the
center, but it has become the standard
practice today.
Left untreated TBI can cause difficulties in Soldiers doing their job,
and a lack of treatment can have a
negative impact on Soldiers’ personal
lives including personal relationship.
The Intrepid Spirit Center, educates
the Families of Soldiers afflicted with
TBI and provides strategies to those
Families for dealing with the injury,
while the center also treats the Soldier.
The center has a yoga room, intake
rooms, exam rooms, plus space for

Family wellness, speech therapy, art
therapy, occupational therapy, acupuncture, a gym, and a variety of equipment
and devices to conduct all the tests.
Among those devices are a quantitative
electroencephalogram to help diagnose
problems, as well as neurofeedback and
biofeedback devices for treatment.
“[The Intrepid Spirit Center] will
work on all aspects related to a traumatic brain injury,” Giarrizzo said. “So
if a Soldier takes a concussive wave
that can affect [his or her] balance … so
physical therapy’s treatment plan will
be working on balance and occupational
therapy’s treatment plan will be working on cognitive strategies.”
For chronic pain management the
center has transitioned away from
the use of opioids for most conditions instead using integrative strategies
including non-medication devices, such
as alpha stimulation units, yoga, acupuncture, massage therapy and meditation. Soldiers can use these strategies
even after they are discharged from the
treatment program.
Heide Burton, an occupational therapist, helps Soldiers employ some of
these strategies to assist them with pain.
“The key to pain is really self- awareness,” Burton said. “So through mindfulness meditation [patients] are able
to internalize, doing a body scan, realizing that they may be holding tension
in some of those muscles and learning
how to relax them. So if they are going
to have to live with chronic pain, they
do not have to live with chronic pain on
the high end, but they can learn to live
with chronic pain on the low end of the
pain scale.”
“Treatment of pain is an important
part of the treatment for TBI,” Giarrizzo
said. “Because you can give [patients]
all kinds of cognitive strategies and put
them through the program, but … they
continue to be preoccupied because
their headache is so severe or their back
pain is so severe.”
See SPIRIT CENTER, Page 5
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safe health care with a good patient
experience. Our priority is to advance
mission success through a focus on four
areas: full-spectrum readiness, integrated operational support, our Air Force
Medical Home, and high reliability
through Trusted Care.
Airman Magazine: How has the mission adapted to meet the current operations and how will you adapt in the
future?
Lt. Gen. Ediger: As we know, Air
Force capabilities are in high demand and
the mission around the world is really
requiring our Airmen across the Air Force
to be innovative and adapt their capabilities to meet the operational challenges. As
they do that, we in Air Force medicine
must adapt with them to ensure that we
are giving them the medical support they
need to be fit and healthy and prepared to
provide everything the mission requires.
That involves physical performance,
as well as cognitive performance and the
ability to have sustained attention to missions that require a great deal of vigilance
and critical thought. So, as Airmen go
to new locations and operate under new
operational scenarios, we need to stay
with them to ensure that we are giving
them everything they need to be able to
perform.
Then, should they have operationsrelated health issues that arise by virtue of
the mission, we need to be there to give
them the medical support they need to
recover from either injuries or illnesses.
Airman Magazine: When you look
back on the last 15 years of war in Iraq
and Afghanistan, what kind of lessons
have you learned at the AFMS that can be
applied today?
Lt. Gen. Ediger: We have learned a
great deal from the last 15 years of war

• Acupuncture
(Continued from front page)

Retired Air Force Col. Thomas R.
Piazza, M.D., Air Force Acupuncture
Program director, discussed how to
apply battlefield acupuncture. After
lecturing the conference attendees on
the topic, he showed them how to apply
their newly gained knowledge.
Piazza advocated for the practice,
saying he has seen positive effects from
patients who received it. He gave an
example of a patient who came into his
clinic with chest pain. The patient was
sent home with some Motrin, but came
back the next day with no improvement. That’s when the personnel at the
clinic tried a different treatment.
“The flight surgeon was trained in
ear acupuncture, so he administered
a simple ear acupuncture technique,”
Piazza said. “The patient experienced
an essentially immediate relief of pain.”
As the exchange of information
flowed, the conference served as a
medium for medical practitioners from
different nations to work together in a
field of study where developments are
constant.

and we have really learned those lessons
as part of a joint team. The medical support in the extensive military operations
over the last 15 years has been provided
in a very joint manner.
We collaborated with the Army, the
Navy, and the Marines to create the Joint
Trauma System during that period of time.
This Joint Trauma System has served us
and those to whom we provide care very
well, particularly in Iraq and Afghanistan,
but also in current combat operations
across North Africa and the Middle East.
By standing up the Joint Trauma System
we have learned a great deal about how to
adjust our trauma practices to save lives
and salvage limbs. Those advances in
trauma care have been adopted internationally and they have really advanced
the art and science of trauma medicine
around the world.
A lot of the things we have learned
and the techniques we have applied to
improve outcomes in combat support
have become standard practice now in
trauma centers, internationally. We have
also learned that we can innovate and take
techniques that formerly were only found
in medical centers and take those into the
operational environment. By doing so, we
can apply medical interventions to disease
and injury at an earlier point and improve
outcomes.
That work continues; we know that is
an effort that can never really stop. We
must continue to ask our clinicians to
innovate and take the best practices out
of our medical centers and find ways to
apply those in a field hospital, but also
in an aircraft as we conduct aeromedical
evacuation.
Airman Magazine: It sounds like we
have come a long way since 2005, when
someone would be wounded and taken to
the field hospital at Balad, compared to
what we have today.
Lt. Gen. Ediger: Yes. I think these
innovations really started while we were
operating in the trauma hub at Balad, Iraq,
and they have progressed and continued
in our operations in Afghanistan. We continue to operate the trauma hub at Bagram
Airfield in Afghanistan.
I can give you one example, vascular
surgery is a specialty that prior to these
last 15 years of war we would not have
really deployed.
Previously, an Airman or a service
member would not have come under the
care of a vascular surgeon until they had
returned to a medical center in the U.S..
Our vascular surgeons did remarkable
innovative work in taking new vascular
techniques into the field hospital.
This started at Balad, but extends today
to Bagram, where they now have the
abilities to repair blood vessel injuries
that previously would have resulted in an
amputation in the field hospital setting
and restore blood flow by using advanced
techniques, thereby enabling the salvage
of a limb.
Also, they have proven we can now
stop a previously unsurvivable hemorrhage of large blood vessels within the

abdomen and chest—in a field hospital
setting.
That is the sort of innovation we see
making a difference and will continue to
make a difference as we identify more
ways we can take advanced care further
forward.
Airman Magazine: Could you explain
what constitutes Invisible Wounds and
what is the Air Force Medical Service’s
role in IW research?
Lt. Gen. Ediger: When we use the
term “Invisible Wounds” we’re really
talking primarily about traumatic brain
injuries and posttraumatic stress disorder and we call them invisible wounds
because, while they are not outwardly
evident to other people, they nonetheless
impose some significant challenges for
the Airmen who are dealing with those.
While, our primary focus is on injuries
that are related to performing their duties
as an Airman, we know we see a significant number of Airmen who develop traumatic brain injury or posttraumatic stress
from exposures that occurred outside of
duty, sometimes during sports activities,
but also sometimes even prior to service.
So regardless of the original precipitating event, our focus is on developing the
most effective processes to help those
Airmen recover and to support them so
that they can return to full function both
personally but, especially, professionally
as an Airman.
The Air Force is conducting several
research trials on PTSD and Invisible
Wounds with funding from the Defense
Health Program’s Psychological Health
& Traumatic Brain Injury Research
Program.
Airman Magazine: What are your biggest challenges today and what kind of
solutions are you finding to solve them?
Lt. Gen. Ediger: Our biggest challenge
is always maintaining a ready medical
force. As I have described, we are taking
more advanced care into the operational
environment than ever before and that
requires us to have deployable teams with
very sophisticated capabilities. Our challenge is to keep those teams current and
ready to deploy at any given time.
In Air Force hospitals and clinics, we
have a relatively healthy population that
we support, so we have had to evolve our
clinical practices to ensure we keep teams
ready to manage trauma and critical care
patients.
To do that, we have evolved into an
open type of practice for our trauma, critical care, and emergency medicine specialists by leveraging partnerships. This gives
our specialists the time and opportunity to
take care of more complex patients than
our population typically provides.
In some cases, those partnerships involve
referral of patients from the VA [Veterans
Affairs] to our hospitals. Sometimes those
partnerships also involve sending our
specialists to practice in trauma centers
and academic institutions outside of the
Department of Defense.
I believe this is our biggest challenge
going forward in medical readiness; iden-

tifying the processes and partnerships to
sustain a force with the kind of sophisticated medical capability that we know
will make a difference in the future.
Airman Magazine: Gravity-induced
loss of consciousness research by Air
Force medical personnel has led to the
adoption of a full coverage G-suit for our
pilots. Is there research in other medical
areas that we can expect with a similar
impact on the health and safety of pilots
and other personnel?
Lt. Gen. Ediger: We conduct a great
deal of research focused on human performance and the safety of the operator.
As new weapons systems and capabilities evolve in the Air Force, our focal
point for this research is the 711th Human
Performance Wing at Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base, part of the Air Force
Research Lab (AFRL). They work within
AFRL to conduct a variety of human
performance-related research and actually
develop products that can be transitioned
into the operational environment.
They have been doing a great deal of
work on oxygen systems in the new generation of fighter aircraft. They are also
developing sensors that can be used to
actually monitor the performance of the
operator and the aspects important to the
health of the operator: things like oxygen
levels, level of alertness, and techniques
for assessing and measuring visual performance.
The new generation of fighter aircraft
have very advanced displays for the pilot.
(The displays) give the pilot a much
greater field of view and the ability to
operate weapons by having displays,
helmet-mounted in many cases. These
displays are all color based so they really
require that the pilot have a specific
capability in terms of visual performance.
They continue to do remarkable research
in terms of developing the ability to
assess the visual performance of a pilot of
advanced aircraft.
These are just a couple of examples;
the 711th has a lot of work in this area in
progress.
Airman Magazine: In the area of
vector-borne illnesses, are their specific
things we have learned from mosquito
surveillance programs in the Air Force
that are helping us in fighting these diseases?
Lt. Gen. Ediger: Yes. Mosquito surveillance is something that the Air Force
has always conducted, because we know
vector-borne disease is a significant threat
to health during deployed operations, but
also, sometimes at home station. We have
diseases of concern, such as West Nile
(virus), that are transmitted in certain
parts of the country.
We are using that capability to work
with the Centers for Disease Control
(CDC) to monitor the types of mosquitos present at Air Force installations and
reporting the extent to which we are seeing the mosquitos that most commonly
transmit the Zika virus in the endemic
See MORE AIR FORCE, Page 6
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To help Soldiers with sleep, therapists
assists Soldiers at the center improve
their sleep hygiene and employ other
strategies such as controlled breathing
that result in Soldiers falling asleep
faster and getting more sleep.
Liz Lee, a speech therapist, assists
Soldiers with strategies for memory
problems, planning issues, decision

making, prioritization and communication issues.
Her patients often start multiple projects but are unable to finish any of
them and many are easily distracted.
She said since the center uses a holistic
treatment approach, it can help provide
treatment to Soldiers having issues
with pain as well as trouble sleeping.
Pain and lack of sleep contribute to
cognitive problems, so by assisting
Soldiers with those it makes the overall
treatment more effective.
Consolidating into a central facility and taking the multidisciplinary
approach has resulted in care that efficiently provides treatment for patients,
but it also allows the Army to maximize its combat readiness.
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Mental Health
Psychologists & Psychiatrists

Washington State Department of Corrections (DOC) is
seeking highly motivated & qualiﬁed individuals for the
positions of Psychologists & Psychiatrists to work in our
unique environment as part of a multidisciplinary, collaborative team! DOC is a State agency that offers a competitive beneﬁts package.
To apply or for a complete listing of open positions visit
us at www.doc.wa.gov or forward your resume to
Wendy.vandel@doc.wa.gov
Equal Opportunity Employer

PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES, LLC

Psychiatrist/
Psychiatric Nurse Practitioner
Anchorage, Alaska
Provides child/adolescent psychiatric services w/in
the scope of practice. F/T position to incl. flexible
32 patient hrs/wk. Competitive compensation
negotiable. Benefits package includes medical, life,
short-term & long-term disability. Small growing
practice
and
positive
work
environment.
REQUIREMENTS:
� An unrestricted license to practice as a
psychiatric M.D. in the State of AK � An
unrestricted DEA registration - State of AK � � No
suspension/exclusion/debarment from participation
in federal health care programs, i.e. Medicaid. �
Professional Liability Ins. min. limits-$1,000,000/Occ
& $3,000,000/Agg.
No State Income Tax
Please email: sunym@akpsychservices.com

• More Air Force

The State of new Jersey seeks motivated BE/BC
Psychiatrists for FT/PT inpatient work, including evening & weekend shifts, in our Joint Commission-Accredited state psychiatric hospitals & our forensic
center. Voluntary paid on call opportunities also
available. Psychiatrists are assisted by internists assigned to each unit. Competitive salary & excellent
beneﬁts package provided for FT positions.
Hospital Locations:
•Greystone Park Psychiatric Hospital
Morris, NJ (Northern NJ)
• Trenton Psychiatric Hospital
Trenton, NJ (Central NJ)
• Ann Klein Forensic Center
Trenton, NJ (Central NJ
• Special Treatment Unit
Avenel, NJ (Northern NJ)
• Ancora Psychiatric Hospital
Hammonton, NJ (Southern NJ)
LICENSE: NJ applicable license required
Those interested should send a cover
letter and detailed resume to:
Robert Eilers, MD, Medical Director
Robert.Eilers@dhs.state.nj.us
609-777-0686

F/T Nursing & Physician Positions
Ketchikan Indian Community - Alaska
KIC currently represents the largest Tribal membership
in Southeast AK. It employs approx. 150 employees in 5
depts.: Health Services-medical, dental, behavioral health;
Education & Training; Housing; Social Services; Cultural &
Natural Resources & Administration. www.kictribe.org
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(Continued from page 4)

countries in this hemisphere. We know
we have the Aedes aegypti mosquito
prevalent across the southern portion
of the United States and we are reporting the types of mosquitos we are trapping to the CDC.
We are also participating in testing
the mosquitos that we trap for the Zika
virus and reporting that to the CDC.
That is an important part of the U.S.’s
monitoring plan for Zika virus. As we
saw in the latter part of 2016, mosquito- transmitted Zika virus occurred in
parts of south Florida and south Texas.
Monitoring efforts, coupled with targeted control measures, were essential
to stop local transmission. Our installations are prepared to work with their
local communities and take the same
actions if, in fact, we see mosquitos
carrying the Zika virus on or near Air
Force installations in the U.S.
Airman Magazine: When we talked with Col. James A. Mullins, (the
Surgeon General’s consultant on public
health), he said one huge change from
past years is that the focus has shifted
from not just focusing on deployed
troops, but to more stateside. What big
changes has that shift brought about in
the way you are fighting that battle?
Lt. Gen. Ediger: Well, we know the
nature of the Air Force mission is such
that we conduct Air Force operations
every day from our installations within
the U.S. So we have always had a
focus on operational support at every
Air Force hospital and clinic because
of the nature of that mission.

Missions such as remotely piloted aircraft, intel ops centers, nuclear
deterrence, global mobility – all of
these are examples of missions conducted from installations within the
U.S. that require good operational
medical support.
In regard to Zika virus, this factors
right in to our operational support mission from our medical groups at our
installations. The fact that this particular infectious disease threat is actually
of concern within the continental U.S.
has enabled us to use our operational
support capability at our installations
and to advise installation commanders
on the threat they may have locally.
Our public health experts in our
medical groups do this in close coordination with local public health authorities in the communities where installations are located.
The fact that Zika is a concern in the
U.S. has generated this kind of health
concern, but I think our monitoring is
robust and I think that will help us a
great deal in terms of understanding if
we see Zika virus transmitted by mosquitos on or near an Air Force installation in the U.S. Monitoring certainly
was a useful tool in stopping the local
transmission that occurred in south
Florida and south Texas in 2016.
Airman Magazine: What measures
are the AFMS employing to shift from
an era defined by combat to more of a
peacetime footing?
Lt. Gen. Ediger: We really feel like
in Air Force medicine, just like the

Air Force, that we are not really on
a peacetime footing. Even though we
see that the number of wounded we are
moving and caring for from operations
around the world has come down to a
very low level, thankfully, we continue to have a high volume of Air Force
operations being conducted around the
world and from home station.
We have over 700 medical Airmen
deployed today in support of combat operations. We also have a high
tempo of global health engagement
missions in progress around the world,
such as the very large global health
mission that recently finished in the
Dominican Republic.
Maintaining our readiness and continuing to support operational medicine really doesn’t allow us to ever
transfer to what we would consider a
peacetime setting. We work day to day
to balance operational support, our
deployed operations, and provision of
our day-to-day health care. The commanders of our hospitals and clinics
work day to day to ensure that those
three main components of our mission
are all given appropriate priority.
We really believe that if we started
to think about what we do as being
either peacetime or wartime, we would
put our own ability to support the
mission at risk by diverting our focus
from one of those three components.
Airman Magazine: How important
is maintaining the connection with
other federal medical institutions
and medical research outside the Air

Force?
Lt. Gen. Ediger: It is critical to our
ability to meet our mission requirements in the future. The partnerships
we have with civilian institutions are
essential to our ability to maintain a
ready force and essential to our innovative work in bringing more advanced
capabilities into our deployed operations.
We have major partnerships where
we have permanently embedded Air
Force medical personnel with institutions such as Baltimore’s [R Adams
Cowley] Shock Trauma Center,
University of Cincinnati, St. Louis
University, University of CaliforniaDavis, University of Nevada and
University of Alabama-Birmingham.
At each of these sites we have permanently assigned Air Force medical
personnel, specialists in trauma and
critical care, and they are part of the
care teams at these institutions.
By having them there we gain the
benefit of having teams that are practicing complex trauma medicine and
critical care day to day and who are
available to deploy. It also gives us the
ability to cycle through Air Force clinicians before they deploy to refresh
their trauma and critical care skills
from our hospitals and clinics.
So you can go to Baltimore’s Shock
Trauma today, one of the premier
trauma institutions in the world, where
they have three major trauma teams
and one of those three teams has a substantial Air Force presence day to day.
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Miscellaneous

Education

Camp Nurses
Weekday Sleep-Away
Camp Seeks-Summer RN
Blairstown, NJ
1 hr. from NYC; Co-ed, Ages: 7-15. ACA-Accredited.
Seeks RN for summer 6-15-17 to 8-12-17. Contact:
973-845-9260|info@campuskids.com
www.campuskids.com

Elite boys & girls residential summer camp
in the beautiful Adirondack Mts. Of NY seeks camp nurses to
work June-August. Looking for energetic & fun people who want
to spend their summers with children. Need both males/females.
Top salary, room & board provided.
Licensing fees and travel paid. Call
800-786-8373 or www.raquettelake.com

PREMIUM PAY * MANAGEABLE WORKLOADS * REGULAR HOURS * NO INSURANCE HASSLES!

Full Time, Part Time, & Per Diem Correctional Psychiatry and Primary Care opportunities available nationwide!
Contact Dawn Sechrest
866.604.2800
dawn@mhmcareers.com

Contact Teffany Dowdy
877.594.1444
teffany@mhmcareers.com

Contact Jane Dierberger
844.477.6420
jane@mhmcareers.com

Contact Jill Washburn
855.850.5620
jill@mhmcareers.com

Contact Rosalyn Witherspoon
615.392.2465
rosalyn@mhmcareers.com

Contact Deborah Carey
517.481.3687
deborah@mhmcareers.com

Contact Tracy Glynn
844.475.8017
tracy@mhmcareers.com

Contact Diana Connerty
844.475.8042
diana@mhmcareers.com

Contact Holley Schwieterman
866.204.3920
holley@mhmcareers.com
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Nurses and Physical Therapists
VAMC Huntington, WV seeks highly qualified
Candidates in the following specialties:
Physician-Cardiologist
$200,000-$300,000/Ann
Job Announcement: 17-065-1924723-HUN38-JH
Physician - Surgical Service (Chief of Surgery)
Salary: $250,000-$400,000/Ann
Job Announcement: 17-058-1903068-T38-JH
Psychiatrist
Salary: $200,000-$249,000/Ann
Job Announcement: 16-086-1703765-HUN38-MB
Psychiatrist, Section Chief
Salary: $200,000-$260,000/Ann
Job Announcement: 17-011-1829209-HUN38-MB
Physician-Hospitalist
Salary: $180,000-$240,000/Ann
Job Announcement: 17-001-1817839-Hun38-Jh
Medical Officer (Psychiatrist)
Salary: $98,967-$240,000/Ann
VAMC Huntington,
WV seeks highly qualified
Job Announcement:
Bop-N-2016-0005
Candidates
in the following
specialties:
MedicalPhysician-Cardiologist
Officer (General Practitioner)
Salary:
$78,661-$160,300/Ann
$200,000-$300,000/Ann
Job Announcement:
Bop-N-2016-0007
Job Announcement:
17-065-1924723-HUN38-JH
Physician
- Surgical
Service
(Chief
of Surgery)
Medical
Officer
(Clinical
Director)
Salary: $250,000-$400,000/Ann
Salary:
$109,079-$160,300/Ann
JobJob
Announcement:
17-058-1903068-T38-JH
Announcement:
Bop-N-2016-0013
Psychiatrist
Physician Assistant
(Mid-Level Practitioner)
Salary:
Salary:$200,000-$249,000/Ann
$47,962-$84,193/Ann
Job Announcement:
16-086-1703765-HUN38-MB
Job Announcement:
Bop-N-2016-0008
Psychiatrist, Section Chief
Nurse Practitioner
(Mid-Level Practitioner)
Salary: $200,000-$260,000/Ann
Salary: $54,385-$84,193/Ann
Job Announcement: 17-011-1829209-HUN38-MB
Job Announcement: BOP-N-2016-0011
Physician-Hospitalist

Recruitment/Relocation
Incentives may be offered
Salary: $180,000-$240,000/Ann
Job Announcement:
17-001-1817839-Hun38-Jh
to Highly
Qualified Candidates.
You may be eligible
Medical
Officer (Psychiatrist)
to apply for
the Education
Debt Reduction Program.
Salary:
$98,967-$240,000/Ann
As a Federal
employer,
the Dept of Veteran Affairs
Job Announcement:
offers competitive
salaries Bop-N-2016-0005
& generous benefit pckg.
Medical Officer (General Practitioner)

Contact Michelle
D. Bailey at: 304-429-6755
Salary: $78,661-$160,300/Ann
michelle.bailey4@va.gov
Job Announcement:
Bop-N-2016-0007
Medical Officer (Clinical Director)
Salary: $109,079-$160,300/Ann
Job Announcement: Bop-N-2016-0013
Physician Assistant (Mid-Level Practitioner)
Salary: $47,962-$84,193/Ann
Job Announcement: Bop-N-2016-0008
Nurse Practitioner (Mid-Level Practitioner)
Salary: $54,385-$84,193/Ann
Job Announcement: BOP-N-2016-0011

Recruitment/Relocation Incentives may be offered
to Highly Qualified Candidates. You may be eligible
to apply for the Education Debt Reduction Program.
As a Federal employer, the Dept of Veteran Affairs
offers competitive salaries & generous benefit pckg.

Psychiatrist & APRN
Riverbend
Community
Mental
Health, Inc., is seeking a part-time,
BE/BC Psychiatrist and a part-time
APRN to join the Psychiatry Dept. at
Concord Hospital, a community hospital-based department. The schedule for both positions would be
Saturdays and Sundays only, 8
hour shifts for a total of 16 hours/
week.
As a hospital-based provider, you
will work alongside a colleague
and be responsible for: admissions,
rounds and occasional discharges
on the 15-bed inpatient unit, Emergency Room rounding and psychiatric consultation to medical/surgical
floors. We offer a competitive hourly
rate.
Psychiatrist Requirements:
• Medical degree (MD or DO)
• NH medical license, or ability to
become licensed in NH
• Board certification (or eligible)
in Psychiatry
APRN Requirements:
• MSN
• Prescriptive Authority
• ANCC Psychiatric certification
Interested candidates can apply for
these positions by sending their CV
to:

Jaime Corwin, HR Manager

Contact Michelle D. Bailey at: 304-429-6755
michelle.bailey4@va.gov

Riverbend CMHC
PO Box 2032, Concord,
NH 03302 or
jcorwin@riverbendcmhc.org

Education

Physician, Nursing, Mental Health

Tohono O’odham Nation

We’re seeking Numerous Positions:
● Medical Officer-Emergency (Clinical
Services) ● Supervisory Pharmacists
● Pharmacist ● Medical Assistants
● Nurses ● Supervisory Optometrist
(Optometry Services) ● Optometrists
● Social Workers ● Health System
Specialist (Professional Services)

Various Locations:
● Sells Health Center ● San Xavier H.C.
● Santa Rosa H.C.● San Simon H.C

e Veteran’s Bachelor of
Science in Nursing

Qualifications: Vary based on position.
Requirements: Criminal background and finger
print check • Must possess and maintain a valid
Driver's License (No DUIs or major traffic
offenses with the past three years) and meet
the employer's insurance requirements.

• Flexible, personalized plans of study.
• Earn credit for your experience.

For application request, please email:

• Learn in one of the nation’s most
advanced healthcare systems.

Lacrisha.Tacheene@tonation-nsn.gov

Accepting Applications Now!

www.jchs.edu • admissions@jchs.edu • 1-888-985-8483

www.tonation-nsn.gov
EEO/Indian Preference
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Nurses
Discover The Opportunities

In Beautiful Ocala, Florida

Discover The Opportunities
In Beautiful Ocala, Florida

RNs/LPNs
Inpatient/Residential Programs
Excellent Beneﬁt Package for FT Positions

West Yavapai Guidance Clinic
(also dba West Yavapai Primary Care & the
Windhaven Psychiatric Hospital)

REGISTERED NURSES
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
WYGC has 11 integrated health care sites in Yavapai
County. In addition, this Spring, we will be opening a 23
hour stabilization/subacute facility in our Prescott Valley
area. We seek RNs who are experienced, caring and
motivated to provide the best quality psychiatric/medical
care possible. Positions include inpatient and outpatient
clinics.
Relocation & Sign-on Bonuses Negotiable.
Full Time, Part Time, Pool or Contract.

Visit www.wygc.org
Contact Pamela K. Pierce, Deputy CEO
p.pierce@wygc.org
928-445-5211 x3671
Fax 928-776-8031
EOE

Munroe Munroe
Regional
Medical
Center
Regional
Medical
Center isis
REGISTERED
NURSES
REGISTERED
NURSES
your
community
healthcare
provider;
your community healthcare provider;
a 421-bed facility that offers inpatient,
• Case Management
a 421-bed
facility that offers inpatient,
• Case Management
outpatient, medical, surgical and
• Cardiology
outpatient,
medical,
surgicalRegional
and
Cardiology
emergency
care. Munroe
••
CVICU
– CVOR – CVU
Medical
CenterMunroe
is accredited
by the
emergency
care.
Regional
••
Emergency
CVICU – CVOR – CVU
Commission
& features
••
Intensive
Care
Medical Joint
Center
is accredited
by thea
Emergency
certified Chest Pain Center with
•
Labor
&
Delivery
Joint Commission
& features a
• Intensive Care
specific accreditations for atrial
• Med Renal /Med Telemetry
certified fibrillation
Chest and
Pain
Center with
heart failure.
Labor &
Delivery
••
Operating
Room
in beautiful North
FL
specific Located
accreditations
for Central
atrial
••
Ortho
Med/Neuro
Renal /Med Teleme
(Horse
Ocala, FL offers a
fibrillation
and Country),
heart failure.
• Operating Room
convenient location easily accessible
Located to
in most
beautiful
North Central
FL
FL destinations.
Consistently
• Ortho /Neuro
(Horse Country),
FL best
offers
a
listed amongOcala,
the nation’s
places
Join the Nursing Staff at one of the fastestto live,
it offerseasily
affordable
housing,
growing state-of-the-art hospitals in Arizona’s convenient
location
accessible
Join the Nursing Staff at one of the fastestTri-State
area!
Accredited
Chest
Pain
Center
great
schools
&
an
abundance
of
growing state-of-the-art hospitals in Arizona’s to most FL destinations. Consistently
certified
the Society
of Cardiovascular
Patient
natural outdoor attractions!
Tri-Stateby
area!
Accredited
Chest Pain Center
Care.
certified by the Society of Cardiovascular Patientlisted among the nation’s best places
Care.
�Acute Rehab �ASU �Cath Lab �ER �ICU to live, it offers
housing,
APPLYaffordable
ONLINE AT:
WWW.MUNROEREGIONAL.COM
�Acute
Rehab
�ASU
�Cath
Lab�Med
�ER �ICU
�Med/Surg
�OB
�OR
�PACU
Tech great schools & an abundance of
�Med/Surg �OB �OR �PACU �Med Tech
�Blood
Bank �Director of Ancillary & Support
�Blood Bank �Director of Ancillary & Supportnatural outdoor attractions!
Svcs. as well as other non-clinical positions.
Svcs. as well as other non-clinical positions.

Contact: Cheryl Hartley 928-788-7020
Cheryl.hartley@lpnt.net
Cheryl.hartley@lpnt.net
www.vvmedicalcenter.net
www.vvmedicalcenter.net
www.valleyviewmedicalcenter.net
www.valleyviewmedicalcenter.net

New Hanover Regional Medical Center will not only
provide you the career advancement you are craving
but the lifestyle you deserve!

Love where you live, Love where you work!

Stability – Since 1967 New Hanover Regional
Medical Center has been dedicated to providing a
wide range of health care services.
Results – We are the ninth largest health care system
in North Carolina, operating 3 hospital campuses with
more than 6,000 employees.

Opportunity – As a teaching hospital, we provide
our employees the ability to learn from an experienced
team of professionals!
Benefits – NHRMC offers a comprehensive benefits
package designed to ensure access to quality healthcare.

Join New Hanover Regional
Medical Center’s Team Today!
EOE

nhrmc.org/careers

Wilmington, NC

APPLY ONLINE AT: WWW.MUNROEREGIONAL.COM
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Nurses

Head Cook

Nurses

Preoperative/Recovery
Room (PACU) RN
Missoula, Montana
Big Sky Surgery Center
Full Time
No weekends, holidays or call.
Great full time benefits.
Interested candidates can email
a cover letter, resume and
application to:
HR@bigskysurgery.com

JOIN THE TEAM AT CHESHIRE MEDICAL CENTER/DARTMOUTH-HITCHCOCK KEENE

Licensed PracticaL nurses
Exciting opportunities available to join our patient centered
Family Medicine and Specialty Medicine teams
at Cheshire Medical Center/Dartmouth-Hitchcock.
We are currently looking for Licensed Practical Nurses to provide patient
flow and phone responsibilities. LPNs work closely with our team of
providers and nursing staff to deliver clinical and service excellence,
collaboration, and compassion for every patient, every time.
Current NH LPN license and BLS certification required,
outpatient experience preferred.
Comprehensive benefits package for full-time and part-time positions, including
medical, dental, earned time, 403(b) and tuition reimbursement.
If interested, please contact Sarah Tatro, Recruiter:
statro@cheshire-med.com or 603-354-5454 x2317.
Located in Southwestern New Hampshire, Cheshire Medical Center/
Dartmouth-Hitchcock is a nonprofit community hospital and clinic with a
mission focused on supporting our community’s health and wellness through
clinical and service excellence, collaboration, and compassion for
every patient, every time.

NURSE RNS AND NURSE PRACTITIONERS

Spend this summer in Maine! Candidates must have experience and love working with children. Must administer daily
medications, keep detailed medical charts for campers &
staff. Monitor everyday health of 350 campers.
Enjoy our website and complete an application at
www.tripplakecamp.com. June 12 to Aug 12, 2016.
800-997-4347. Tripp Lake Camp, Poland, Maine.

TOGETHER
IN THE

(603) 354-5400 | 580-90 Court Street, Keene, NH
We are an equal opportunity employer

WE CAN LIVE
NATION’S

HEALTHIEST
COMMUNITY.

Where Veterans Become Nurses
Earn your degree faster. Your medical and healthcare training in the military can fast track
your path to a BSN. Explore Wright State’s military-friendly environment.

Program Highlights
Our Bachelor of Science in Nursing offers:
• A nationally-accredited program with NCLEX pass rates exceeding national averages
• Opportunities to obtain college credit for military training and experience
• Completion of nursing sequence in shorter time than traditional pre-licensure BSN program*
• Advisors, tutors, and faculty who understand the unique needs of veterans
• Optional disaster certification from Wright State’s National Center for Medical Readiness
*Assumes completion of all required prerequisites for the nursing program

Why Wright State University?

Required Disclaimer: This project is supported
by the Health Resources and Services
Administration (HRSA) of the U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services (HHS) under
grant number UF1HP28522 and Wright State
University Veteran’s Bachelor of Science
Nursing Program for $954,117. This information
or content and conclusions are those of the
author and should not be construed as the
official position or policy of, nor should any
endorsements be inferred by HRSA, HHS, or
the U.S. Government.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Ranked as a military-friendly school for nine consecutive years
Home to more than 700 veterans and military-affiliated students
State-of-the-art Veteran and Military Center
Support from full-time staff and student veterans, including help with GI Bill benefits
Located near Wright-Patterson Air Force Base and the Dayton VA Medical Center
Inspired by the pioneering spirit of the Wright brothers

Apply Now for Fall
Deadline for admission consideration is May 15

(937) 775-3377 | nursing.veterans@wright.edu

nursing.wright.edu/veteran

MIAMI VALLEY COLLEGE OF

NURSING & HEALTH
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Physicians

PRIMARY CARE
PHYSICIAN WANTED!!
Northeastern Vermont Regional Hospital is proud to offer you the chance
to enhance your passion and live your
dreams in an encouraging and supportive environment!
We are currently recruiting Primary Care
Physicians, both Family and Internal
Medicine, to join our hospital-owned
group. New grads are welcome and encouraged to apply.
No nights or weekends!
Excellent specialty support: Urology,
Women's Health, Neurology, Cardiology,
Orthopaedics just to name a few!
NVRH offers a competitive salary and
a generous benefits package including
student loan reimbursement, 401K, relocation reimbursement, CME, medical/
dental/vision, membership to local gyms,
and more!
Please contact Laura Rooker:
802-748-7943
l.rooker@nvrh.org
for further information

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Northern California

Also recruiting for other positions –
please visit our website at:
www.nvrh.org
Physician, Physician Assistants &
Nurse Practitioners

Washington State Dept. of Corrections (DOC) is seeking
highly motivated & qualiﬁed individuals for the position of
Physician, PAs & NPs to work in our unique environment
as part of a multidisciplinary, collaborative team! DOC is
a State agency that offers a competitive beneﬁts pkg. 40
hr. work week, M-F w/12 pd Holidays. PAs take ﬁrst call
for all off-shift medical concerns. To apply or for a complete list of open positions visit us at www.doc.wa.gov or
send resume to: wendy.vandel@doc.wa.gov
Equal Opportunity Employer
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Family Medicine Physician
or J1 Visa Candidate
The Family Medicine Physician works as part of
the medical provider team providing medical
services to the patients of the Community
Health Center.

Primary Care with hospital inpatient
privileges.
No urgent care.
Excellent staff and work environment.
Beautiful area to live with water and boating on
large lake, great schools and restaurants.
Financial package includes: guaranteed base
salary plus production bonuses annual student
loan repayment, relocation & full benefits. If
interested, please contact:

Emma Quince via email:
equince@mallorychc.org
or call Human Resources offices:
662-834-1857, ext. 1025

Camp Physician - Spend the summer in Maine!
Tripp Lake Camp is looking for physicians for our residential
girls camp. MD’s will work w/5 nursing staff on site in our wellequipped health center. Clinic hours twice daily. Air conditioned,
nicely furnished accommodation provided. Located on 260
acres with a mile of shorefront. Enjoy our website and complete
an application at www.tripplakecamp.com. Weekly from June
20 - Aug 11, 2017. 800-997-4347. Call for details.

Camp Nurses
Summer Camp Nurse (RN)
Overnight camp loc on 1,400 acres in the beautiful
Berkshires of Western MA. Ability to live on-site preferred, room/board, camp programs for kids Included
Apply:
becketchimneycornersymca.appone.com
kmurphy@bccymca.org|413-623-8991
www.bccymca.org
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Duties for the Gastroenterologist include…
• Provide outpatient gastroenterology (GI) consultations and procedures, including conscious sedation, flexible sigmoidoscopies, esophagogastroduodenoscopies & colonoscopies in a GI department
providing specialty services
• Manage the medical care of patients from the ages of young adult through geriatrics
• Provide a full range of outpatient gastroenterology services w/in the scope of privileging by the MTF

We’re also seeking Nurses for locations in:

San Diego, CA; Jackson, MS and Long Beach, CA
to provide nursing services for military veterans. We offer flexible schedules
(up to 40 hours per week), competitive pay in a rewarding environment and benefits.
We have immediate needs for RNs and CNAs.

For more information, please contact:

Marc McKinley: 301 403-8838
mmckinley@staffingetc.net • www.staffingetc.net/more-info
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Are you looking for a satisfying career and a life outside of work?
Enjoy both to the fullest at Patient First. Opportunities are available
in Virginia, Maryland, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey.
Open 8 am to 10 pm, 365 days a year, Patient First is
the leading urgent care and primary care provider in
with
70 locations
growingthroughout
throughout
the mid-Atlantic
mid-Atlantic
with
over 60 and
locations
Virginia, Maryland, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey.
Patient First was founded by a physician and we
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Each physician enjoys:
• Competitive Compensation
• Flexible Schedules
• Personalized Benefits Packages
• Generous Vacation & CME Allowances
• Malpractice Insurance Coverage
• Team-Oriented Workplace
• Career Advancement Opportunities

To learn
learn more
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about career
career opportunities
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at
To
Patient First,
First, contact
contact Recruitment
RecruitmentCoordinator
Coordinator
Patient
Eleanor Dowdy
Dowdy at
at (804)
(804) 822-4478
822-4478 or
or
Eleanor
eleanor.dowdy@patientfirst.com
eleanor.dowdy@patientfirst.com or
or visit
visit
prcareers.patientfirst.com.
prcareers.patientfirst.com.

